**Nonfiction**

**Treasury of Magical Tales From Around the World**
by Donna Jo Napoli
J398.2 Nap
This enchanting collection of stories from 29 places around the world introduces an unforgettable cast of characters that makes these tales new and exciting.

**Measuring Up**
by Lily Lamotte
JGN Lamotte
Having just moved to Seattle from Taiwan, 12-year-old Cici enters a cooking competition to win the chance to see her grandmother again, but she only knows how to cook Taiwanese food.

**What Breathes Through its Butt?**
by Emily Grossman
J500 Gro
Which animal can breathe through its butt? This book uncovers the amazing scientific explanations behind all sorts of questions.

**Everything Awesome About Space and Other Galactic Facts**
by Mike Lowery
J523.1 Low
This is the go-to book about everything you EVER wanted to know about all things outer space.

**So You Want to Be a Ninja?**
by Bruno Vincent
J796.815 Vin
Kate, Eddie, and Angus watch ninja competitions online before traveling back in time to 1789 Japan, where a grand master teaches them to become a ninja.

**Graphic Novel**

**When Pigs Fly**
by Rob Harrell
JGN Batpig
After a bite from his radioactive bat best friend, Gary goes from ordinary pig to high-flying superhero and must juggle his ordinary life and saving the world.

**Measuring Up**
by Lily Lamotte
JGN Lamotte
Having just moved to Seattle from Taiwan, 12-year-old Cici enters a cooking competition to win the chance to see her grandmother again, but she only knows how to cook Taiwanese food.

**Garlic & the Vampire**
by Bree Paulsen
JGN Paulsen
Garlic must believe in herself to confront a bloodthirsty vampire who has moved into a nearby castle in this humorous and heartwarming story that reminds readers that strangers are not always as scary as they seem.

**Simon and Chester: Super Detectives!**
by Cale Atkinson
JGN Simon
When Simon and Chester find costumes to style themselves after Holmes and Watson, they transform the attic into an office with shadowy lighting and soon get their first case.
Fiction

**The Raven Heir**
by Stephanie Burgis
JF Burgis
Cordelia, a young shapeshifter who has always lived in an enchanted forest with her siblings and mother, must now use her powers to discover the truth about who the Raven Heir really is.

**Maya and the Robot**
by Eve L. Ewing
JF Ewing
In desperate need of a friend—and a science project—Maya finds a robot named Ralph in Mr. Mac’s convenience store, and once she gets him up and running, a new world of connection opens up.

**Temple Alley Summer**
by Sachiko Kashiwaba
JF Kashiwaba
Kazu sees a strange figure in a white kimono sneak out of his house—was he dreaming? Did he see a ghost? The next day at school, the very same person is sitting in his class—and all his friends are convinced that the ghost-girl Akari has been their friend for years.

**City of Thieves**
by Alex London
JF London
To protect his friends and family, Abel must figure out what is worth fighting for when he partners with a stolen dragon, an action that has him riding in kin battles and keeping more secrets than a dragon has scales.

**A Kind of Spark**
by Elle McNicoll
JF McNicoll
When she discovers that her small Scottish town used to burn witches simply because they were different, a neurodivergent girl who sees and hears things others cannot refuses to let them be forgotten.

**How to Become a Planet**
by Nicole Melleby
JF Melleby
Wanting to stay with her mother instead of moving to her wealthier father’s home in the city when she is diagnosed with severe depression and anxiety, a once-aspiring astronomer finds support from a planetarium hotline, a new tutor, and a new friend.

**Fart Quest**
by Aaron Reynolds
JF Reynolds
After their masters are vaporized in a battle, Fart, Pan, and Moxie decide to pick up the mantle as heroes of the realm. When The Great and Powerful Kevin puts out a call for help, young Fart and his friends embark on a journey.

**Stuntboy, in the Meantime**
by Jason Reynolds
JF Reynolds
While leading a double life as Stuntboy, Portico Reeve tries to keep his parents’ marriage together, deal with his anxiety, and face an enemy who vows to prove there is nothing super about him.

**Hide and Don't Seek: And Other Very Scary Stories**
by Anica Mrose Rissi
JF Rissi
If you’re feeling brave, turn the page. A game of hide-and-seek goes on far too long. A look-alike doll makes itself right at home. A school talent show act leaves the audience aghast. A summer at camp takes a turn for the braaaaaains.

**Cece Rios and the Desert of Souls**
by Kaela Rivera
JF Rivera
Privately questioning her remote community’s superstitions about dangerous, powerful spirits in their Devil’s Alley home, Cecelia Rios experiments with the forbidden art of brujería to rescue her kidnapped sister.

**Bridge of Souls**
by Victoria Schwab
JF Schwab
When her parents’ ghost-hunting show takes the family to New Orleans, Cass confronts hauntings on unprecedented levels before finding herself face-to-face with a servant of Death itself.

**One Kid’s Trash**
by Jamie Sumner
JF Sumner
Hugo becomes cool for the first time in his life due to his extraordinary talent for garbology, the science of decoding people’s trash, and lets it all go to his head.